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ROUTING OVER LARGE CLOUDS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to Provisional Applica 
tion Serial No. 60/091,846, filed on Jul. 6, 1998, which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to a method and apparatus 
for establishing communication over a telecommunications 
network and, more particularly, to a network comprising fast 
Switches operating at the datalink layer and interconnecting 
network layer routers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

AS communication networks grow in both size and Scale, 
the Speed at which packets need to be forwarded becomes 
higher and higher. The traditional approach to achieve 
higher Switching Speeds has been to build fast Switches that 
operate at the datalink layer (otherwise known in the art as 
layer 2 of the seven-layer OSI model). A more recent trend, 
Spurred on by the dramatic growth of the Internet, has been 
to build faster network layer (layer 3) routers that have more 
and more forwarding capacity. Despite the tremendous 
amount of investment today into fabricating higher Speed 
routers, there are Several advantages to combining layer 2 
Switching and layer 3 forwarding. These include the ability 
to exploit efficient layer 2 Switching, the reduction in router 
capacity requirements, the ability to provision and manage 
layer 2 and layer 3 capacity Separately, and the ability to 
share resources with other services. The Internet Protocol 
(IP) utilized by routers emphasizes efficient transport of 
best-effort flows and Support for large-scale networks. The 
simpler the model for forwarding in IP, the more likely it is 
to Scale in Speed and the number of routes. On the other 
hand, Services that require Stringent quality-of-Service may 
want to take advantage of a layer 2 infrastructure that has the 
ability to Support per-flow queuing and Scheduling 
mechanisms, as well as packet forwarding capability. 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks, for 

example, have become the technology of choice for the 
Internet backbone because of its ability to Support various 
levels of quality/class of Service and because of its Speed and 
Scalability over distance. ATM is a connection-oriented layer 
2 protocol which utilizes fast cell Switching to provide data 
rates that scale from 25 Mbps up to 622 Mbps and greater. 
ATM Switches Store State information to manage a virtual 
circuit between the Source and the destination. The use of 
connection-oriented virtual circuits allows packets to be 
divided into Smaller, fixed length cells, which minimizes the 
delay in forwarding data and provides high performance 
operation. 

The incentive to operate IP over an ATM backbone, 
however, has been complicated by various internetworking 
issues arising between IP and ATM. The simple approach of 
having all of the routers connected to the ATM cloud peer 
with each other resulting in N adjacencies, does not scale 
as the size of the routing tables and the routing overhead 
grow unreasonably large for network sizes of interest. Dur 
ing the past few years, these issues have been addressed by 
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), ATM Forum, 
ITU-T and many industry leaders. See, e.g., Cole et al., “IP 
over ATM: A Framework Document.” Internet Draft (draft 
ietf-ipatm-framework-doc-08.txt), Feb. 23, 1996. As a 
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2 
result, a variety of approaches have been proposed to 
employ ATM in an Internet backbone. 

In particular, the IETF is currently Studying an address 
resolution protocol known as the Next Hop Resolution 
Protocol (NHRP). See Katz et al., “NBMA Next Hop 
Resolution Protocol (NHRP).” Internet Draft (draft-ietf 
rolc-nhrp-04.txt), May 1995. This protocol maps IP 
addresses to the corresponding ATM addresses that are 
located acroSS Subnetwork boundaries So that paths acroSS 
distinct ATM clouds may be realized. NHRP, however, 
raises a number of concerns that motivate the present 
invention. The NHRP address resolution process adds 
latency to packet forwarding. In addition, the NHRP model 
employs servers to process NHRP messages and which must 
maintain state associated with each NHRP reply that it 
generates. These Servers represent a potential bottleneck, as 
well as raise issues with regard to Scaling and reliability. 
Furthermore, under certain conditions, NHRP can introduce 
the possibility of Stable routing loops when used between 
tWO rOuterS. 

Other proposals for combining layer 2 Switching with 
layer 3 routing include Ipsilon’s IP switching, Toshiba's Cell 
Switch Routing (CSR), Aggregate Route-based IP switching 
(ARIS), and the emerging Multi-Protocol Label Switching 
(MPLS). In each of these proposals, every Switch partici 
pates in IP routing, although each of the proposals use 
different variations in the way in which Switched paths are 
established and used. A concern with these approaches is 
that they fail to maintain architectural independence 
between the layer 2 and layer 3 networks. This coupling 
between layerS is undesirable, particularly in a large pro 
vider network where the layer 2 network may be designed 
for multiple services and is not necessarily optimized to 
meet the needs of the IP layer. The above approaches also 
limit deployment flexibility in that, for example, the Scope of 
the layer 2 and layer 3 networks may necessitate hierarchical 
approaches to routing. Hybrid Switches require Support for 
both ATM and MPLS protocols on every Switch, which 
introduces both architectural and management complexity. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an architecture that combines layer 2 Switching with 
layer 3 forwarding and which Scales to large autonomous 
Systems. 

It is another object of the present invention to retain 
architectural independence between the layer 2 Switched 
network and layer 3 connectionless networks in order to 
allow for independent design and evolution of the networkS. 

It is another object of the present invention to avoid the 
overhead typically associated with address resolution, which 
can introduce latency and exacerbate the problems of out 
of-order delivery of packets in the network. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide an 
architecture that ensures connectivity among the routers and 
allows for the possibility of shortcut setup failure given that 
Virtual circuit connection resources are limited. 

It is another object of the present invention to keep the 
protocol, Storage, and computational overhead to a mini 
mum and to build on existing tested routing protocols 
allowing the present invention to work with existing router 
hardware. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide for 
incremental deployment and ease of migration. 
The present invention achieves these objectives by pro 

Viding a robust and efficient architecture for routing in a very 
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large autonomous System where many of the layer 3 routers 
are attached to a common connection-oriented layer 2 
subnetwork, such as an ATM network. In a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a permanent topology of 
routers coupled to the Subnetwork is connected by perma 
nent Virtual circuits. The mesh of Virtual circuits can be as 
sparse as a Spanning tree, but will normally consist of a 
denser set of connections for reliability. The routers use 
extensions to OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) mechanisms 
to calculate optimal paths in the permanent topology. The 
routers can further take advantage of both intra-area and 
inter-area shortcuts through the layer 2 network to improve 
network performance. The routers pre-calculate Shortcuts 
using information from link State packets broadcast by other 
routers and Store the shortcuts to a given destination in a 
forwarding table, along with corresponding entries for a next 
hop along the permanent topology. The present invention 
allows the network to continue to operate correctly if layer 
2 resource limitations preclude the Setup of additional 
Shortcuts, if for example the necessary connection capacity 
is temporarily in use. Packets can Still make use of the Virtual 
circuits in the permanent topology if a shortcut cannot be 
Setup. 

These and other advantages of the invention will be 
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art by reference to 
the following detailed description and the accompanying 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a communication network illus 
trating an embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure to 
determine intra-area connectivity in accordance with the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a chart of intra-area connectivity information to 
be encoded in a link State packet. 

FIG. 4 is an example of variables generated to reflect 
intra-area connectivity information. 

FIGS. 5 through 10 are diagrams of different network 
topologies and connectivity Schemes. 

FIGS. 7A and 8A are connectivity diagrams correspond 
ing to the network topologies set forth in FIGS. 7 and 8. 

FIG. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating the augmented 
Dijkstra's algorithm. 

FIG. 12 is a diagram of a communication network having 
three separate Subnetworks illustrating an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 13 is a chart illustrating combinations of inter-area 
Shortcuts. 

FIG. 14 is a chart of Summary shortcut information to be 
encoded in a link State packet. 

FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure for 
constructing a directed graph used in determining non 
Specific shortcuts for a given destination. 

FIG. 16 is a chart of inter-area connectivity information to 
be encoded in a link State packet. 

FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a method of calculating 
inter-area connectivity information and shortcuts. 

FIGS. 18 through 20 are connectivity diagrams illustrat 
ing inter-area connectivity. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

With reference to FIG. 1, a diagram of a communication 
network 100 is shown illustrating an embodiment of the 
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4 
present invention. The network 100 has multiple routers 
131-137, some of which are coupled to a connection 
oriented non-broadcast multiple access (NBMA) network 
110. For illustration purposes only, network 110 is assumed 
to be an ATM network, although those of skill in the art will 
easily recognize that the present invention has application to 
other connection-oriented networks. It is assumed that it is 
more efficient to traverse many hops of the routed network 
by a single NBMA virtual circuit (shortcut). It is also 
assumed that the virtual circuits are in Sufficiently short 
Supply as to preclude interconnecting the routers in a Single 
mesh topology, and that the Overhead of Setting up and 
tearing down virtual circuits is too costly for the connection 
oriented network to directly emulate a connectionless net 
work. 

In FIG. 1, a source 120 is connected to a router 131 (R1) 
that is the ingress router on the NBMA network, and a 
destination 125, connected to router 137 (R7), which is not 
on the NBMA network. In the figure, routers that are 
connected to the NBMA network 131-136 are represented 
as being inside the "cloud' whereas routers not connected to 
the NBMA network are outside the "cloud.” 

I. RED NETWORK 

In accordance with the present invention, permanent 
virtual circuits (PVC) are configured between routers con 
nected to the NBMA network in order to ensure that the 
routers in an OSPF area are fully connected. With reference 
to FIG. 1, the PVCs are represented by the dark lines 
between R1 and R2, between R2 and R3, and between R3 
and R6. The mesh of PVCs may be as sparse as a spanning 
tree, but will normally consist of a denser Set of connections 
for reliability. One preferred topology for the PVCs is to 
have two hub routers that have connections to each other and 
to all other routers. Other topologies are possible, Such as 
augmenting the dual-hub topology with additional croSS 
links based on historic traffic patterns or geographic proX 
imity. This aspect of network design will be obvious to one 
skilled in the design of optimal network topologies. 
The routers run a conventional neighborhood protocol on 

the PVCs to ensure that the connections are maintained and 
operating correctly. They report only correctly functioning 
links to the distributed topology calculation. In addition to 
PVCs, there may be other types of traditional links, such as 
point to point links, Ethernets, other broadcast links, etc. The 
inventors will refer to the totality of the PVCs and these 
links as “red” links, or as the “red network.” The red network 
is represented in FIG. 1 as the dark lines between the source 
and the destination. The red network defines the topology 
available to non-shortcut routing. Accordingly, Shortest 
paths on the red network (referred to herein as “red paths”) 
can be calculated using conventional OSPF mechanisms. 

It is possible to automatically configure the permanent 
topology. For example, one method of automating the dual 
hub topology described above is to establish two hubs as 
"server' nodes and make their NBMA addresses known to 
each router. Upon initialization, non-Server nodes establish 
NBMA connections to each server, thereby providing the 
necessary configuration information to establish the Star 
topology. Details of Such mechanisms are known in the art. 

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, 
switched virtual circuits (SVCs) are utilized instead of 
PVCS, So that pre-configuration becomes a layer 3 respon 
sibility. This approach may be preferred when the NBMA 
implementation does not support PVCs or when the network 
operators prefer to have management operations imple 
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mented at layer 3 as much as possible (perhaps because there 
are organization boundaries between operations Staff respon 
sible for layers 2 and 3). In accordance with this 
embodiment, routers establish a pre-configured SVC upon 
initialization and attempt to reestablish SVCs upon any 
disconnection, thus emulating a PVC. Which embodiment to 
use should be the choice of the operators of a particular 
network, and the Subsequent discussion shall refer to the 
permanent links as PVCS, regardless of whether they are 
actual PVCs or emulated PVCs. 

II. INTRA-AREA SHORTCUTS 

In accordance with the present invention, routers maintain 
two entries in their respective forwarding tables, for each 
destination address range: (1) a normal “next hop” OSPF 
entry calculated using the permanent topology (i.e., on the 
red path); and (2) a potential shortcut to a node closer to the 
destination than the normal next hop, i.e. to an egreSS router 
in the NBMA network on a shortcut path. The calculation of 
Shortcuts is done locally at each router using the algorithm 
set forth below. Shortcuts are setup and torn down bilaterally 
by the two nodes at each end; no other nodes need be aware 
of the existence of the shortcut. This makes it possible to 
Setup and tear down shortcuts rapidly without generating 
any routing messages or waiting for them to be processed. 
Since no new messages are needed (other than the messages 
needed to calculate NBMA connectivity), the shortcut cal 
culations proceed in parallel with the red path calculations 
using the conventional OSPF link state database and do 
nothing to affect convergence of the OSPF routing algo 
rithm. Routers attached to the NBMA network can use a 
simple extension to the OSPF link-state routing protocol to 
add their ATM address and other information to their link 
State advertisements (LSAS), as in the Address Resolution 
Advertisement Option (ARA) proposed in the IETF. 

The intra-area shortcuts are calculated in advance of 
possible need. A router can trigger the Setup of a pre 
computed Shortcut based on Some heuristic, Such as a 
threshold count of packets to a destination Subnetwork as an 
indicator that the route has become sufficiently “hot” to 
warrant a shortcut. The shortcut is enabled by creating a 
SVC. Upon setup of the virtual circuit, the forwarding 
proceSS uses the shortcut next hop rather than the normal 
next hop until either a topology change has rendered the 
Shortcut invalid or until the Source end determines that there 
is insufficient traffic to warrant continued use of the SVC. In 
either case, the SVC is then released and the router reverts 
to using the normal next hop (it should be noted that Some 
packets may be lost if the SVC is spontaneously 
disconnected). 

A. Intra-area Shortcut Connectivity 
Before a shortcut can be setup to a destination other than 

the next hop on the red path, the router needs to know which 
local NBMA interface to use (there may be several) and 
what the NBMA address is for the downstream end of the 
shortcut. While a router knows of many other routers in its 
OSPF link state database, not all of them can be targets for 
possible shortcuts-a router can only establish Shortcuts to 
routers to which it has NBMA connectivity, i.e. where the 
routers are on a common NBMA network. It also needs to 
asSociate a cost with every shortcut So that it can ensure that 
the shortcut is preferable to the next hop on the red path. 
Then the router can make the local policy decision to Set up 
a shortcut connection and begin diverting traffic to one or 
more destinations over this shortcut. 

In the simple case where the autonomous System has only 
one underlying NBMA network, a router will know that 
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6 
another router is reachable if it has an interface to this 
network. A fixed cost can be associated with the shortcut, 
and the routers can be limited to a single NBMA interface. 
In another embodiment, addressing at layer 2 and layer 3 
could be arranged in Such a way that a simple mapping could 
be used to derive layer 2 addressed from layer 3 addresses. 
NBMA connectivity can be configured in terms of NBMA 
addresses by manually defining sets of NBMA addresses on 
each network, normally by grouping addresses using address 
prefixeS. Routers can then be configured with the Set of 
addresses that are reachable from each of their interfaces. 
A preferred and more general Solution is to have each 

router run a distributed algorithm that discovers the NBMA 
connectivity associated with each of its interfaces. Such a 
procedure would simplify network management and would 
be robust in the face of NBMA network partitions. In 
general, NBMA connectivity between N interfaces can be 
arbitrary, with a complexity of O(N’) which precludes 
Scaling to large autonomous Systems. Fortunately, however, 
properly-functioning NBMA networks provide full connec 
tivity among their interfaces. Thus, the problem is not one of 
determining arbitrary connectivity, but rather to identify 
connected NBMA networks and the corresponding router 
interfaces. Assuming NBMA level connectivity is transitive, 
each router can number its local interfaces and then group 
the interfaces into what the inventors refer to as a connec 
tivity class. A connectivity class is a set of NBMA interfaces 
attached to one OSPF router that are connected to a single 
NBMA network and hence enjoy equivalent connectivity. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure to 
determine NBMA connectivity in accordance with the 
present invention. At Step 201, the router uses one of Several 
local methods to determine whether the router's interfaces 
are connected to the same NBMA network. Where the router 
has a single interface, the problem is trivial. Where the 
router has multiple interfaces, local connectivity information 
can be determined by manually configuring the connectivity 
class for each NBMA interface on the router. This can be 
done by a number of known ways, most typically using 
management protocols such as SNMP. Local connectivity 
can also be ascertained experimentally, for example by 
attempting to Set up connections among the interfaces. If a 
connection is established, and Simple connectivity tests can 
ascertain that it is indeed talking to itself and not Some other 
router with a duplicate NBMA interface address, the router 
can conclude that the two interfaces have connectivity. 
At step 202, the router then numbers its local interfaces 

and then groups the interfaces into connectivity classes 
using the local connectivity information. One way of num 
bering would be to order the NBMA interfaces in some 
fashion and begin numbering the connectivity classes Start 
ing with the first interface, assigning Subsequent numbers as 
unconnected interfaces are discovered. The exact method of 
assigning these numbers is immaterial and has no permanent 
Significance. The number is local to the router, Since other 
routers can qualify it by appending the OSPF Router ID. 
Moreover, the number can be redone at anytime by issuing 
a new link State packet. Nevertheless, keeping the numbers 
dense will facilitate processing at other routers. 
At step 203, the router encodes the local connectivity 

information into a link State packet that is broadcast to other 
routers in the layer 3 network. For example, the information 
can be in the form set forth in FIG. 3. Note that it is not 
necessary for the link State packet to include cost informa 
tion. The connectivity does not depend on the cost (each 
router can determine shortcut costs according to its own 
policy, the only requirement being that the cost must be 
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positive). The connectivity information could be encoded 
into opaque fields added to an OSPF link state 
advertisement, enabling the information to pass through 
routers that are not aware of the present invention. The exact 
OSPF coding details could be standardized and would be 
obvious to one skilled in the art. Note that the regular OSPF 
link State packets describing neighbor connectivity do not 
mention interface class, So this information must be added 
using opaque OSPF coding conventions (this information 
can also be broadcast using a separate link State packet). 
At Step 204, each router assembles and interprets the link 

State packets and proceeds to construct a graph of NBMA 
connectivity. A conventional graph connectivity algorithm 
can be used to determine all of the interfaces, and hence 
routers, to which it has NBMA connectivity. Graph connec 
tivity algorithms do not need to examine edges of a graph 
more than once and hence are efficient. The output of a 
router's connectivity calculation is (1) a list of local NBMA 
interfaces and their connectivity class number; (2) for each 
local connectivity class, a set of reachable distinct connec 
tivity classes, specified by OSPF Router ID and Connectiv 
ity Class number; and (3) for each reachable connectivity 
class the NBMA interface address or addresses. Cost infor 
mation and choice of best interface can then be added by 
applying the layer 2 cost function and Selecting the lowest 
cost combination of interfaces should there by multiple 
possibilities. An example of NBMA connectivity informa 
tion generated for use in the Shortcut calculations is Set forth 
in FIG. 4. 

There are Several methods for determining Shortcut costs: 
for example, a shortcut cost could be associated with all 
Shortcuts initiated by a specific router, with each interface on 
a router, or with each pair of interfaces on an NBMA 
network. In accordance with the present invention, Shortcut 
cost information is used locally So there is no need to 
Standardize how this information is obtained or encoded. In 
keeping with the architectural approach of Separating layer 
2 and layer 3, the cost should be fixed as a function of 
individual router interfaces, although more complex meth 
ods could be used. It is assumed that the layer 2 mechanisms 
in a router export the necessary cost information to the layer 
3 mechanisms in the form of a cost function that may be 
time-varying. There is no need to propagate information in 
layer 3 should shortcut costs change. AS far as layer 3 is 
concerned Synchronization between layer 2 cost changes and 
layer 3 shortcut calculation is purely local, Simplifying 
Synchronization acroSS layers. 

The above procedure is robust against incorrect connec 
tivity information. Routers, based on a lack of information 
or incorrect information, may calculate a Sub-optimal or 
unworkable shortcut, but the packet will always progreSS to 
the destination. If a router has an incorrect NBMA address, 
a shortcut to an unintended router will be immediately 
rejected when it is ascertained that the OSPF router ID does 
not match the expected value (otherwise, incorrect NBMA 
address information might lead to a routing loop). If shortcut 
connectivity cannot be established, for whatever reason, 
there will be no user-level loss of connectivity, since the 
router Still has the regular next hop on the red path for 
forwarding packets. 

FIGS. 5–10 illustrate several examples of NBMA net 
WorkS and connectivity graphs. Squares denote routers while 
circles denote a destination host. Solid lines denote links in 
the red network, while heavy solid lines denote links on the 
red path to the illustrative destination. Dotted lines denote 
potential shortcuts to the destination. For simplicity, the 
diagrams show interface classes, not individual interfaces. 
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FIG. 5 shoes how a shortcut can be established where there 
is a single NBMA network. Each router has a single NBMA 
interface class, and there is full connectivity at the NBMA 
level. Router R1 is able to setup shortcuts to all routers, and 
in particular has direct connectivity to the best exit router, 
R5 (R1 might establish shortcuts to R3 and R4 when routing 
traffic to other destinations). FIG. 6 shoes two NBMA 
networks bridged by R3 which has two interface classes 
(and hence at least two interfaces). Router R1 will determine 
its NBMA connectivity to be R2 or R3 and its best shortcut 
for D will be to R3. R3 has connectivity to R4 and R5 and 
will compute its best shortcut to R5. FIG. 7 shows two 
parallel NBMA networks, as might be used for high avail 
ability. In this example, the red path uses the top network, 
but shortcuts may use either network (the choice of shortcut 
would depend on the NBMA shortcut cost parameters at 
R1). Notice that the PVCs in the bottom network do not 
carry traffic destined to D. However, were these PVCs to be 
removed it would no longer be possible for R1 to determine 
that it had shortcut connectivity to R5 through the lower 
network. 
More complex topologies are possible and can be handled 

by the present invention. FIG. 8, for example, shows three 
NBMA networks. The top network has full connectivity 
while the bottom two networks have limited connectivity 
(this case might arise from a partition of the lower NBMA 
network in FIG. 7). Router R3 has three connectivity classes, 
and hence at least three interfaces. This example shows the 
importance of determining NBMA connectivity by interface 
class. Router R1 has full connectivity through its top 
interface, but only partial connectivity through its bottom 
interface. If R1 considers all shorts to be of equal cost, it will 
prefer a shortcut to R5 via the top network. The next 
example, FIG. 9, is unusual perhaps even pathological. AS in 
previous example, there are dual NBMA networks, but the 
red path toward D uses both networks. Although all the 
routers are actually on both NBMA networks, the connec 
tivity algorithm is unable to determine this because insuf 
ficient PVCs have been setup. As a result, R1 determines it 
has no shortcuts at all on the lower network and R3 
determines it has no Shortcuts on the top network. Because 
there is inadequate connectivity information for use by the 
connectivity algorithm, the best Shortcut that can be calcu 
lated uses two hops. In the final example, FIG. 10, the 
problem has been rectified. PVCs provide connectivity to 
both NBMA networks and hence the connectivity algorithm 
is able to determine that both NBMA networks are fully 
connected. There are two possible best shortcuts, as shown. 
The fact that the red path uses both networks is of no 
Significance to the connectivity algorithm (nor to the short 
cut algorithm presented below). The connectivity algorithm 
is only concerned with links (and the shortcut algorithm is 
only concerned with the Sequence of the routers on the red 
path). 
Two examples of connectivity graphs constructed by 

routers using the present invention to calculate NBMA 
connectivity are shown in FIGS. 7A and 8A (which corre 
spond to the network diagrams in FIGS. 7 and 8). The 
notation RX/y refers to router X, connectivity classy. Notice 
the connectivity class numbers have only local Significance. 
In FIG. 7A, router 3 has two distinct connectivity classes, as 
expected. 

B. Intra-area Shortcut Calculation 
Using the above intra-area connectivity information with 

the conventional link State database, routers pre-calculate 
the “best” shortcuts for all destinations using an augmented 
version of the commonly used shortest-path-first or Dijkstra 
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algorithm. A queue of entries corresponding to visited 
routers, Sorted by their distance from a router S, is main 
tained during execution of the algorithm. Each entry in the 
queue is a tuple: (router, distance from S, previous hop 
router). The algorithm also maintains a table DISTicon 
taining the distance of each router i on the tree from S, and 
a table NEXTHOPi) of the next hop from S on the shortest 
path tree to each router j. Each entry in DISTi is initialized 
to the cost from S to the router i (for routers adjacent to S), 
or infinity (for routers not adjacent to S). Each entry in 
NEXTHOP is initialized to none. The queue initially con 
tains (S, 0, none). The conventional Dijkstra algorithm 
computes Shortest path tree from a router S to every other 
router as follows: 

1. Remove a tuple (R, C, PREV) from the head of the 
Gueue. 

2. If R is in the tree, do nothing. 
3. If R is not in the tree, add R to the tree via the link from 
PREV. Set DISTR)=C. If PREV equals S, set 
NEXTHOPR=R; otherwise, set NEXTHOPR= 
NEXTHOPPREV). 

4. Consider every router X adjacent to R. If X is in the 
tree, do nothing. If X is not in the tree, add (X, COST, 
R) to the queue with COST=DISTIR) + the cost of the 
link from R to X. 

Dijkstra's algorithm is augmented by adding the following 
Step to Step 3: 

3a. If NBMA Connected R the shortcut is available} 
and Shortcut CostR is less than C the shortcut is 
feasible then set SHORTCUTR) to R, and set 
SC DISTIR to Shortcut CostR), else the shortcut 
is unavailable or infeasible, set SHORTCUTR= 
SHORTCUTLPREV), and set SC DISTR)=SC 
DIST PREV+C-DISTIPREV) 

This step computes a table SHORTCUTi, containing the 
OSPF Router ID that represents the lowest cost feasible 
NBMA shortcut from S to router i, and a table SC DIST 
which computes the cost to when using the shortcut. A 
feasible shortcut implies that the router associated with 
SHORTCUTi is on the shortest path tree to i, as computed 
by the conventional algorithm, and that the cost of using the 
Shortcut is lower than the cost along the Shortest path tree. 
Each entry in SHORTCUT is initialized to zero. Each entry 
in SC DIST is initialized to infinity. The shortcut connec 
tivity information, NBMA ConnectedR and shortcut cost 
information, Shortcut CostR), from FIG. 4, are used to 
determine if S and R are in a connected NBMA component 
if the shortcut is feasible (the additional NBMA connectivity 
information in FIG. 4 is not needed at this point but is used 
later to Setup the shortcut). 

The algorithm ensures that the Shortcuts do not introduce 
any permanent routing loops. All Shortcuts calculated will be 
to nodes downstream on the red path. For example, in FIG. 
1, router R6 is the last node on the NBMA network along the 
red path to the destination, hence the algorithm will compute 
a shortcut to R6-and not R5 (which is not on the red path) 
or R3 (since it is not the best shortcut on the red path). When 
a node is added to the tree that is off the NBMA network, the 
best shortcut is to the last node that was on the NBMA 
network, along the path to the current node. This ensures that 
the shortcut endpoint is a router that is on the NBMA 
network and as close as possible to the destination along the 
red path. Every entry in the forwarding process (normal and 
Shortcut) points to a next hop that is closer to the destination 
in the chosen metric. Thus, at all times except while link 
State updates are being propagated or processed, the directed 
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10 
graph consisting of all of the forwarding entries for a given 
destination can be totally ordered using this metric and, 
hence, is acyclic. 

Shortcut calculations are performed whenever the OSPF 
link state database changes or when NBMA connectivity 
changes. Changes may result in new shortcuts or removal of 
old shortcuts. Since the OSPF routing algorithm is self 
Stabilizing the augmented algorithm with shortcuts will also 
be self-stabilizing. By ensuring that routers only forward 
packets on the current red path or current “best” shortcut (if 
any) the actual forwarding of data packets in the network 
will also be self-stabilizing. The present invention provides 
an automatic method to continuously validate Shortcuts. 
One concerns is how this algorithm copes with area 

partitions due to a break in the permanent topology. So long 
as the backbone area is not affected, OSPF handles the 
Situation by Splitting the area into Separate areas. In other 
words, area membership in OSPF is dynamic. When an area 
Splits up, an intra-area shortcut may be invalidated. This 
occurs when the intra-area routing algorithm determines that 
the downstream end of a shortcut is no longer reachable 
within the area, and hence can not legally be used for the 
intra-area Shortcut. The node may still be reachable acroSS 
the backbone. In this case, depending on the policy used by 
inter-area routers for establishing inter-area shortcuts (see 
below), it may be that an inter-area shortcut is possible. It is 
possible that a new shortcut will be established that is 
equivalent to the original one. Depending on the heuristic 
used for establishing and terminating SVC shortcuts 
between routers, it is even possible that the same SVC might 
be used to carry traffic for both shortcuts. This is desirable 
because it minimizes the NBMA connection management 
overhead required following an OSPF area partition. 

C. Forwarding 
The present invention, accordingly, gives individual rout 

erS autonomous choice between two pre-computed next 
hops for each destination: the normal red path next hop and 
an alternative shortcut next hop. A range of implementation 
alternatives and heuristics can be used in the forwarding 
process that chooses between the alternatives. For example, 
the traffic driven local policy decision to establish a shortcut 
can be driven by Statistics. Following the general Internet 
architecture, routers can forward packets based on destina 
tion address with a longest prefix match if there are Several 
matching entries in the forwarding table. Any method for 
gathering Statistics need not be finer-grained than address 
ranges in the forwarding database. Indeed, all routes that 
have a common shortcut next hop can potentially share a 
Shortcut, So further grouping of routes by the value of the 
SHORTCUT field seems desirable. This can be done by a 
variety of Schemes: one method is to indeX a counter by the 
SHORCUT field when packets are forwarded. Another 
method is to accumulate traffic counts per forwarding table 
entry and periodically tally them by SHORTCUT field. 

Shortcut connection Setup includes, at a minimum, Select 
ing a particular router as the target for a new shortcut, 
resolving its Router ID to a local interface number and 
NBMA address (as described above), and establishing a 
layer 2 connection to the target router, for example by 
establishing an ATM SVC. At this point, data can then be 
Sent on the new shortcut connection. It is advantageous for 
the router to also send a short PDU identifying itself and its 
intended neighbor, using the layer 3 Router ID field. This 
will prevent address resolution errors from creating packet 
loops, Since an unintended downstream router can break an 
erroneous layer 2 connection. It would also be possible to 
detect and resolve connection Setup collisions, which occur 
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should two routerS Simultaneously attempt to establish 
Shortcut connections to each other. 

Shortcut connection Setup, which happens on a router-to 
router basis, should be distinguished form traffic diversion, 
which happens for each forwarding table address range in an 
individual router. A Single shortcut connection can poten 
tially affect many routes-there can be many entries in the 
forwarding database having the same value of SHORTCUT 
field. Maintaining Synchronization between shortcut State 
and the forwarding engine may be very Simple in Some 
router implementations (e.g., changing a bit of shortcut 
connection State) or it may be more costly (e.g., changing the 
value of multiple entries in hardware tables). There is no 
need for tight Synchronization when establishing new short 
cut connections. On the other hand, if a shortcut connection 
is torn down before restoring traffic to the red path, packets 
will be lost, which should not happen during normal shortcut 
resource management. This implies a need for a graceful 
close in the bilateral shortcut Setup protocol. 

Following a network topology change, there is a critical 
Synchronization issue. Traffic must be prevented from going 
to neighbors that are no longer the proper next hop (red path 
or shortcut), otherwise there will be routing loops. This 
problem is shared with other routers; they differ only in 
having two next hop fields that may change. Note that 
Shortcut connections may become useleSS following a topol 
ogy change. It is Suggested that connections be reclaimed on 
the basis of a timer. Immediate reclamation may be unwise 
as it leads to the possibility of churning layer 2 connection 
resources during layer 3 routing transients. 

D. Alternative Embodiments 
The augmented Dijkstra's algorithm is Sufficient but not 

necessary to ensure loop-free routes. An alternate embodi 
ment of the present invention using the same link State 
database can calculate better loop-free shortcuts by Search 
ing for nodes off the red path but closer to the destination on 
the red network. This approach, however, entails higher 
computational Overhead. There is no requirement that all 
routers use identical algorithms to calculate shortcuts, So 
long as all shortcuts are to nodes closer to the destination in 
the red network. Indeed, a node might use the preferred 
algorithm when under heavy load while using a more costly 
algorithm at other times. One Such costly algorithm per 
forms a separate calculation for each destination. A router 
first calculates the distance of each router in the area from 
the destination along the red network, using a conventional 
algorithm. Next, it discards all routers which are not closer 
to the destination than the router itself. Next, it discards all 
routers for which it did not have NBMA connectivity. 
Finally, it selects the remaining router (if any) that mini 
mizes the path cost along a shortcut followed by the Sub 
Sequent red path. This algorithm has a complexity of at least 
O(N) for each destination and hence at least O(N) consid 
ering all destinations, where N is the number of routers. 

Rather than calculating shortcuts using the augmented 
Dijkstra's algorithm, it is also possible to calculate Shortcuts 
in a manner more compatible with a conventional distance 
vector protocol, Such as IGRP. In a distance vector protocol, 
the router advertises its distance to every destination in a 
“distance vector update, rather than advertising its links to 
adjacent routers. When a router receives a distance vector 
update from one of its neighbors, it checks, for each 
destination, if the distance is less than its current distance. If 
So, the router Selects the neighbor as its next hop to the 
destination, increments the distance (hop count) to that 
destination by one, and advertises this distance over every 
one of its links except the one on which it received the 
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update (otherwise known as the “split horizon” rule). After 
a router fails to hear an advertisement for a destination for 
a time-out period, it removes the neighbor as the next hop to 
that destination. Information about a destination, 
accordingly, propagates away from the router to which the 
destination is attached toward potential Sources. 

In accordance with another embodiment of the present 
invention, NBMA-attached routers add a “shortcut adver 
tisement” to every distance vector advertisement they send 
for which the next hop is via an interface that is either a 
non-NBMA interface or an NBMA interface that is not in the 
Same interface class. The Shortcut advertisement consists of 
the router's unique Router ID (e.g. IP address) and distance 
from the destination. Routers propagate this information 
without modification within an NBMA network, following 
the usual split horizon rule. The information will propagate 
to every router within the routing domain. Routers then 
determine that a shortcut is feasible as before: a shortcut to 
an egress router is feasible if the distance (cost), consisting 
of the shortcut cost plus the cost from the egreSS router to the 
destination, is less than the cost computed by the conven 
tional distance vector protocol. Note that this procedure only 
supports a single NBMA network. If there are multiple 
NBMA networks, it is possible to carry multiple shortcut 
advertisements. Alternatively, a policy could be established 
of not propagating Shortcut advertisements acroSS distinct 
NBMA networks. It should be noted that distance vector 
protocols do not provide a Suitable mechanism for transfer 
ring opaque data, making it likely that all routers in an area 
will need to be aware of the present invention before 
Shortcuts can be established. 

III. INTER-AREA SHORTCUTS 

Use of intra-area shortcuts as described above ensures that 
heavy traffic flows traverse a minimum number of routers 
within an OSPF area. Where all of the routers are on a single 
NBMA network, traffic flows in an area need traverse only 
the ingreSS and egreSS routers. Consider, however, a traffic 
flow between routers in different OSPF (non-backbone) 
areas, as illustrated in FIG. 12. In FIG. 12, traffic flows from 
source (S) 1210 to destination (H) 1211 across three OSPF 
areas: a backbone area 1200 and non-backbone areas 1201 
(Area 1) and 1202 (Area 2). In normal operation using the 
permanent topology, OSPF requires that all traffic must flow 
through area border routers: one border router 1223 (R3) 
between the ingreSS area and the backbone and the other 
border router 1226 (R6) between the backbone and the 
egreSS area. Even if intra-area shortcuts were used within 
each of the areas (e.g. set forth in FIG. 12 as dotted lines 
between ingress router 1221 (R1) and border router 1223 
(R3), between R3 and area border router 1226 (R6), and 
between R6 and egress router 1230 (D)), there would still be 
a minimum of three hops where it may be desirable to have 
only one. The result is congestion at the area border routers 
and extra physical link (e.g. fiber hops) if the area border 
routers are not integrated into the NBMA switch. 
Accordingly, it is advantageous to provide a mechanism for 
inter-area Shortcuts. 

There are several combinations of shortcuts that may be 
used in inter-area routing, the most common cases are Set 
forth in FIG. 13. In the figure, IR stands for ingress router 
(e.g. R1 in FIG. 12), ABR1 stands for area border router in 
the Source area (e.g. R3), ABR2 is an area border router in 
the destination area (e.g. R6), and ER is the egress router 
(e.g. D). Note that once an inter-area shortcut has been setup 
for one route, it makes Sense to use it for other traffic on the 
path, even though the latter traffic by itself did not justify the 
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shortcut. Thus, it is possible for all four combinations of 
Shortcuts to be useful, given traffic to multiple destinations. 
On the other hand, Setting up a shortcut may reduce the 
traffic flowing over a pre-existing shortcut, even below the 
threshold that justifies the use of the shortcut. This compe 
tition between shortcuts and interaction between multiple 
destinations makes the resource allocation problem 
complicated, Since multiple routers might be working at 
croSS purposes. Inter-area shortcuts may only be worthwhile 
if traffic for multiple Source-destination pairs can be aggre 
gated into a Single shortcut. The Internet architecture uses 
destination-based routing. Aggregation of destination 
addresses can therefore be achieved by combining traffic for 
multiple destinations onto a single Shortcut. Traffic from 
multiple Sources can also be aggregated by controlling 
which node initiates a shortcut. This node will naturally 
aggregate traffic from all Sources that are upstream. 
A. Exporting and Importing Inter-area Shortcuts 
In accordance with the present invention, area border 

routers export Summary shortcut link State advertisements 
into the backbone that represent the best possible shortcut to 
address ranges within an area. These LSAS represent pos 
sible shortcuts that may be used by other routers within the 
backbone, or may be propagated into Stub areas. It is 
assumed that Stub areas are connected through a backbone, 
as is a requirement of OSPF routing. In OSPF, area border 
routers are responsible for Summarizing and advertising 
intra-area reachability into the backbone. Since backbone 
border routerS Summarize and advertise inter-area reachabil 
ity information from the backbone into an area, they may 
also propagate these Summary shortcut LSAS into the area. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention combines the 
Summary shortcut information with the conventional Sum 
mary link state packets used by OSPF for inter-area routing 
(although it would also be possible to send this information 
in Separate link state packets). 

The link State advertisement includes the following con 
ventional information (omitting other fields required by the 
OSPF specification for simplicity): (1) the OSPF Router ID 
of the issuing Router; (2) the set of reachable IP addresses; 
and (3) the maximum conventional cost. In addition, the 
following new shortcut information is provided in an opaque 
type So that it does not affect conventional routers that do not 
support shortcuts: (4) the OSPF Router ID of the shortcut 
target; (5) the exit cost from the target router to the desti 
nation address(es); and (6) the NBMA connectivity 
information, which is described below. This information is 
set forth in a chart as FIG. 14 (with examples taken for an 
LSA broadcast by R6 in FIG. 12). 

Coupling the mechanism for discovering inter-area short 
cuts to OSPF takes advantage of the fact that OSPF provides 
a consistent, if not necessarily accurate, metric acroSS an 
entire autonomous System. If Shortcuts also obey this metric, 
i.e. only proceed "down hill', then there can be no looping 
even if individual routers are making autonomous shortcut 
decisions. AS in the intra-area case, the topology may change 
(either the conventional OSPF topology or the NBMA 
connectivity information). However, as in the intra-area 
case, should a topology change occur, routers will calculate 
new loop-free Shortcuts. 

FIG. 12 is used to illustrate the mechanisms for exporting 
Shortcuts from non-backbone areas into the backbone area, 
how backbone routers use exported shortcuts, and how 
backbone routers export the shortcuts into non-backbone 
CS. 
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14 
IMPORTING SHORTCUTS INTO BACKBONE AREA 
With reference to FIG. 12, consider the shortcuts that may 

be taken for a packet travelling from S (1210) to H (1211). 
In Area 2 (1202), router R6 knows that there is a possible 
Shortcut to D using the intra-area mechanism. R6 accord 
ingly issues a Summary shortcut LSA that covers the address 
ranges reachable through D (including H). AS in the case of 
conventional OSPF inter-area routing, area border router R6 
may elect to combine many destination addresses into a 
single shortcut. This will be efficient where addresses have 
been assigned to have topological Significance. For example, 
R6 may provide a range of addresses using an IP address 
prefix and mask that includes nodes D and H, as well as 
possibly other nodes. Of course, if R6 does this it will face 
the problem that different destinations have different exit 
costs (in the above example, the cost to go from D to D will 
be Zero, while the cost to go to H will be greater than Zero). 
AS with conventional OSPF aggregation, R6 equalizes costs 
by adding cost for less costly destinations, Such that the 
advertised cost is the maximum of the costs associated with 
the reachable address ranges. 
As with conventional OSPF inter-area routing, an area 

border router may exercise discretion in the number of 
Shortcuts it exports (R6 may issue overlapping shortcuts as 
with conventional OSPF inter-area routing). For example, 
R6 might choose to limit the number of shortcuts it issues 
into the backbone to prevent the link state database of other 
routerS-Such as R3-from growing excessively. It can 
make these decisions based on heuristics, described below. 
Note that heuristics controlling inter-area shortcuts are dif 
ferent from heuristics a router uses to establish shortcuts. 
When an area border router exports different inter-area 
Shortcuts it affects many nodes which have to process link 
State advertisements and calculate new shortcuts. When a 
router uses a pre-calculated Shortcut, its decision is local and 
affects only itself and the neighbor at the end of the shortcut. 
BACKBONE AREA SHORTCUT CALCULATIONS 

Routers in the backbone area receive the Summary State 
LSA as well as a conventional OSPF Summary link adver 
tisement that describe a route to D in its database. The 
routers proceed to calculate inter-area shortcuts as follows 
(using router R3 on FIG. 12 as an example): During the 
shortest path calculation for D, R3 follows the red path to R6 
and creates a new route (along the red path) to D. R3 also 
discovers an intra-area Shortcut to R6 using the procedure 
described above. At this point, R3 has also discovered that 
R6 has included a summary shortcut LSA for D, describing 
a possible inter-area shortcut terminating at router D. If R3 
does not have NBMA connectivity to D, then its best 
shortcut for this route would end at R6 (or earlier if that was 
what the intra-area mechanism had computed). In the 
example, however, R3 does have NBMA connectivity to D, 
and hence there is a possibility of a better shortcut. R3 
compares the cost of this new shortcut (its cost of a shortcut 
to D plus the extra cost of the shortcut contained in the 
Summary shortcut LSA) with its cost to D along the red path. 
If the shortcut cost is lower, the new shortcut is feasible and 
R3 enters it into its forwarding tables as the best shortcut for 
the route. R3 calculates its best shortcut for routes in Area 
2 that have been advertised by R6. (If R6 also advertises 
shortcuts, R3 will use the intra-area algorithm to either 
determine whether R6 or R6' is on the red path and is thus 
the best Source of Shortcut information. It is assumed, 
without loss of generality, that this involves the shortcut 
advertised by R6). R3 is now ready to use a shortcut for 
packets it has that are going to D. R3 is also ready to 
advertise a shortcut to D into Area 1. 
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R6 may have advertised overlapping address ranges when 
it exported inter-area routes (even conventional OSPF inter 
area routes). R3 will calculate shortcuts for each of these 
ranges, as described above, and may have multiple overlap 
ping Shortcuts. A Straightforward approach is for R3 to 
forward packets using the most Specific shortcut it has. This 
will happen automatically if the forwarding process in R3 
maps packets onto the most specific route, Since the above 
calculations will have provided the best shortcut for this 
rOute. 

In Some inter-area cases, however, it may be desirable for 
R3 to map packets onto a leSS Specific shortcut, for example 
if there is sufficient traffic to justify maintaining one SVC for 
a general shortcut but insufficient traffic to justify maintain 
ing many SVCs for specific shortcuts. One method of 
determining candidate non-specific shortcuts is for R3 to 
construct a directed graph, where each node of the directed 
graph is an inter-area shortcut and a link exists between 
nodes if the address ranges overlap. A Straightforward way 
of constructing the graph is to consider all possible pairs of 
inter-area shortcuts when creating links, but this method will 
not Scale with large numbers of shortcuts. It is, however, 
possible to perform this calculation efficiently using the 
method set forth in FIG. 15 to construct the links in the 
graph. Using Such a graph, there are a number of methods to 
determine all of the non-specific shortcuts for a given 
destination. For example, one way would be for the for 
warding process to count packets transmitted to each desti 
nation address range as the packets are processed. At peri 
odic intervals, the counts are tallied according to the graph 
Structure, and the counts are then compared to threshold 
vales to determine which shortcuts are worthwhile, with the 
threshold values determined by heuristics. The details of 
Such a procedure would be obvious to one of skill in data 
Structures and algorithms. 
EXPORTING SHORTCUTS INTO NON-BACKBONE 

AREAS 
After the shortcuts become known to the routers in the 

backbone area, the backbone routerS may not re-export the 
NBMA addresses of potential shortcut endpoints into other 
non-backbone areas. For example, router R3 in FIG. 12 may 
advertise the shortcut to D into Area 1. R3 has the same 
discretion in exporting shortcuts from the backbone area into 
Area 1 that R6 had when exporting shortcuts into the 
backbone area. These shortcuts may be either to routers in 
the backbone area (Such as R6) or to routers in other areas 
(Such as D). The link State advertisements and mechanisms 
used between R3 and routers in Area 1 are identical to those 
used by R6 when exporting Shortcuts into the backbone area. 
Note that the potential shortcuts can be advertised regardless 
of whether any of the shortcuts from R3-R6, R3-D, or R6-D 
have actually been Setup. 

Normally, a router R1 would not know about the existence 
of R6 or D and would only be aware of the next hop router 
along the red path. During the execution of the augmented 
Dijkstra's algorithm, R1 may discover for a particular 
address range a shortcut to R3, a shortcut to R6, or a shortcut 
to D, and may incorporate the shortcut in its forwarding 
database. If R1, for example, chooses to establish a shortcut 
to D, then traffic from S to H bypasses the “routed” path 
(R1-R2-R3-R4-R5-R6-R7-D) by taking the shortcut. In 
addition, the Shortcut is loop-free since the algorithm 
ensures that only valid shortcuts to nodes that are down 
Stream along the red path are considered. 

In another embodiment of the present invention, R3 may 
use local policy to limit the number of Shortcuts it advertises 
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into Area 1. Unlike the routers in the backbone area which 
generally have extensive processing and memory resources, 
routers in other areas may have more limited resources. A 
simple policy, for example, would be for R3 to advertise 
only the first/best 100 shortcuts. Traffic for a route with an 
unadvertised inter-area shortcut will proceed through R3 as 
normally (although it may traverse an intra-area shortcut in 
Area 1, such as from R1 to R3). Once the traffic reaches R3, 
it may of course follow subsequent shortcuts to R6 or D, as 
described above. 

The above description deals primarily with a Single border 
router. When there are multiple border routers, however, e.g. 
R6 and R6' in FIG. 12, the router R6' may receive adver 
tisements about reachability from R6 through the backbone 
area. R6' knows not to import links from R6 since they are 
in the same area. R3 may receive advertisements from both 
R6 and R6' and they may have overlapping address ranges. 
R3 will determine the lowest cost along the red path for each 
address range, and will only consider potential Shortcut 
advertisements form the router along the red path to the 
destination. R3 may advertise the resulting shortcuts for 
each distinct address range into its area. 
The present invention adapts to changes in topology 

automatically. When there is a topology change, the routing 
algorithm in a router may determine that a shortcut is no 
longer valid. The entry is immediately removed from its 
forwarding database (potentially a new shortcut entry is 
added). A typical behavior for idle shortcuts is to delete them 
after a period of inactivity, hence an invalid shortcut may be 
deleted automatically. In addition, invalid shortcuts will not 
be advertised in Summary LSAs. For example, if R6-D is 
invalid, R6 will no longer advertise a shortcut to D into the 
backbone area. If R3 subsequently determines that R3-D is 
no longer a valid shortcut, it will withdraw the forwarding 
entry and Stop advertising DS address into Area 1. 
The inter-area Shortcut mechanisms of the present inven 

tion have the advantageous Side effect of adapting to traffic 
concentration to a “hot” spot. In a purely routed 
environment, one may wish to place a Server in the backbone 
to minimize the number of area crossings. With the present 
invention, the Server can be located in a stub area, and 
Shortcuts from points that need to communicate with the 
Server will be setup dynamically. 

B. Inter-area Shortcut Connectivity 
AS in the intra-area case, OSPF protocol mechanisms can 

be utilized to convey connectivity and address resolution 
information about inter-area Shortcuts and can be extended 
by adding opaque LSA fields. Following the intra-area 
approach and the design of OSPF, layer 2 connectivity and 
address resolution information is separated from layer 3 
routing information. The inter-area Shortcut mechanisms 
identify potential shortcuts by OSPF Router ID (a layer 3 
mechanism), and the NBMA connectivity and address reso 
lution mechanisms take the Router Ids and calculate Shortcut 
connectivity information, including layer 2 addressing and 
cost information. As with conventional OSPF inter-area 
routing, area border routers convey Selected information 
acroSS area boundaries, pruning this information according 
to heuristics to effect tradeoffs between efficient shortcut 
calculation and efficient shortcuts. 

Inter-area connectivity information is encoded in OSPF 
link State packets and comes in two forms: (1) information 
about NBMA connectivity (addresses and connectivity 
classes) and (2) information about connectivity between 
routers (connectivity between connectivity classes). The first 
type of data is identical to the intra-area case and may be 
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exported unchanged, apart from pruning unnecessary infor 
mation. The Second type of information, namely neighbor 
connectivity information, must be conveyed explicitly, 
because the OSPF area mechanisms hide information about 
links in other areas. The necessary information, also in 
opaque LSA format, is shown in FIG. 16. 
An area border router exports data about its local area to 

the backbone area and imports data about other areas from 
the backbone. It does not reimport data that it or other area 
border routers in the same non-backbone area have already 
exported (this prevents routing loops because the OSPF 
topology is restricted to a star topology). Area border routers 
export connectivity information Separately from Shortcut 
information. There is no need to keep this information 
precisely Synchronized. Indeed, where two area border rout 
erS interconnect a pair of areas it is possible that one area 
border router might export shortcut information while 
another exports connectivity information. This would cause 
no problem for the network; however, without both shortcut 
and connectivity information, it will not be possible to 
calculate or use a shortcut. Hence, it is desirable that area 
border routers provide consistency when exporting Shortcuts 
(there is no danger in exporting connectivity about routers 
that do not terminate shortcuts, but this will add unnecessary 
overhead). 
A preferred method of calculating inter-area connectivity 

information and shortcuts consists of the Stages Set forth in 
FIG. 17. Intra-area shortcut decisions drive policy decisions 
at area border routers. Area border routers should follow a 
consistent order of information processing to ensure that 
Shortcut calculations converge across an entire autonomous 
System. Although each router performs the Stages 
Sequentially, there are multiple routers in the network oper 
ating in parallel. The Stages may overlap, taking a network 
wide perspective. Each mechanism converges independently 
to correct values, assuming its input information is stable, 
and because information used by each Stage depends only on 
earlier numbered Stages, the Overall System will converge. 

The processing of the NBMA connectivity information is 
illustrated by the following examples. With reference to 
FIG. 8, routers R1, R2, and R3 may be in one area, router 
R5 in a different area, and router R4 may be an area border 
router in both areas that chooses to export connectivity 
information about R5 (probably because it is also exporting 
shortcut information that involves R5). The resulting topol 
ogy graph, as discussed previously, would be given by FIG. 
8A. Without making any changes to NBMA connectivity, 
suppose that the OSPF areas have been reorganized, and that 
R1 and R2 are in one area, R4 and R5 are in another area, 
and that R5 is an area border router in both areas. Again, 
assume that R3 exports full information. In this case, R3 will 
export connectivity information showing that it has connec 
tivity to R4 and R5. R4 is not an area border router and 
hence will not export connectivity information into the other 
areas. Connectivity, as Seen for example by router R1, will 
be as set forth in the graph in FIG. 18. This example 
illustrates that R3 is exporting the results of its intra-area 
calculation and not the raw data. To do So, it performs the 
following operations: (1) determine the routers that belong 
to each OSPF area, using conventional OSPF means (in this 
case it determines that R3, R4, and R5 are in one OSPF 
area); (2) determine connectivity for each of its connectivity 
classes to each of these routers, using the connectivity 
algorithm on intra-area data, concluding that it has connec 
tivity as shown to R4 and R5; and (3) export the resulting 
connectivity about R4 and R5 into the area containing R1 
and R2. Alternatively, R3 might determine that there is no 
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point in exporting connectivity information about the lower 
right NBMA network, as it concludes that R1 and R2 cannot 
use this network for any possible shortcuts (it could be aware 
of this in the given example because R3 has no connectivity 
to R1 and R2 on its connectivity class 3). Consequently, R3 
might prune the exported information. The graph of con 
nectivity information available to R1 would then be as set 
forth in FIG. 19. Finally, R3 might have made a decision not 
to export any Shortcuts ending at R4. In this event, it would 
be expeditious for R3 to further prune the connectivity 
information it exports, resulting the graph available to R1 Set 
forth in FIG. 20. If R3 is the only area border router 
connecting the two areas it will have immediate knowledge 
of shortcuts it is exporting and, hence, immediate knowledge 
of which routers terminate shortcuts, making it Straightfor 
ward to perform the pruning operation. This might not be the 
case, however, if there were additional area border routers 
that could export shortcuts between areas. R3 Still has access 
to their shortcut information, however, because it is a 
member of both areas and, hence, receives shortcut infor 
mation exported by its peer area border routers. 

C. Alternative Embodiments 
Although the above method for calculating inter-area 

Shortcuts is preferred, inter-area shortcuts can also be dis 
covered by a mechanism that is not so coupled to OSPF 
routing. The inventors have devised an alternative mecha 
nism for validating the loop freedom of Shortcuts that could 
be a useful Starting point when establishing shortcuts in 
conjunction with routing protocols other than OSPF. The 
mechanism proceeds as follows: it is assumed that there is 
a consistent cost metric. When a shortcut is first Setup for a 
route, the downstream end provides its cost for the route to 
the upstream end, using a simple two party protocol acroSS 
the shortcut. The upstream end rejects the shortcut for this 
route unless its own cost, calculated using the consistent 
metric, is higher. The downstream end is required to keep its 
cost Synchronized with the upstream end whenever its own 
cost changes. This is a new routing protocol, but only a 
bilateral one. Synchronization is only between the two ends 
of the shortcut and hence has no effect on the global 
convergence of the routing algorithm. The upstream end 
must cease to use a shortcut whenever the monotonic 
decreasing relation in costs ceases to hold. This may happen 
when the downstream end gains cost or when the upstream 
end gains a newer path or reduced cost. 
The inventors have also devised Several alternate designs 

for discovering inter-area Shortcuts that could be used within 
the general framework of the present invention. Border 
routers could autonomously splice Shortcuts, based on traffic 
counts (this may be unstable considering possible shortcut 
configurations and hence costly to discover the best, i.e. 
longest, useful shortcut). Border routers could also use this 
Same technique but pass control of Splicing to the Source end 
in an attempt to reduce instability. An entry router also could 
request potential shortcuts for a range of addresses. This 
request could travel on the routed path as far as possible until 
the range splits-or no more shortcuts are possible. This 
method is similar to the approach taken by NHRP. This 
approach does not find shortcuts that do not start at the entry 
router. Also, it requires good guesses as to possible aggre 
gation. When making a request, a router should request as 
Small a level of aggregation as necessary to achieve a 
worthwhile traffic level. Finally, it is possible to consider 
mechanisms in which the downstream end of a shortcut 
attempts to widen the range of addresses at a later time. 

IV. EXTERNAL ROUTES 

The present invention can incorporate external routes, just 
as it includes routes imported from a destination area into the 
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backbone area or from the backbone area into a Source area. 
The preferred embodiment of the present invention does not 
affect the details of exterior routing Since the information 
exchanged and synchronized by OSPF and the Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP) has been left unchanged. The 
present invention is transparent to the Sequence of autono 
mous Systems that a packet traverses and, accordingly, 
should not introduce any loops acroSS autonomous Systems. 
Loop freedom within an autonomous System requires that a 
consistent metric be used for making routing decisions. The 
present invention can utilize unchanged existing OSPF 
mechanisms for encoding external cost information into 
external link State advertisements. 

For a shortcut to be transparent to inter-autonomous 
System routing, it is important that the Internal and Exterior 
Gate Protocol routing decisions be consistently Synchro 
nized. Equivalently, if all possible external route paths were 
likened to a forest of trees with each tree routed on an egreSS 
point, the shortcuts must be confined within individual trees 
of the forest. The present invention, by making Shortcuts 
follow the red path, automatically meet this requirement. If 
the alternate embodiments of the present invention for 
calculating shortcuts is used, shortcuts must be constrained 
Such that the downstream and upstream ends route to the 
same exit router in the red network. (It should be noted that 
there is a prior art method for avoiding the necessity of 
Synchronizing the interior and exterior gateway protocol for 
transit network operation. When this method is used, which 
involves having the entry router encapsulate packets and 
sent them to the exit router or the BGP next hop), there is no 
interaction between external routing and Shortcut calcula 
tions for transit traffic). 

Packets destined for external routes must be delivered by 
an autonomous System to an egreSS router and not to the 
destination host specified in the packet. OSPF uses the 
pointer address field of external link State advertisements to 
Specify this egress router (this field is not necessary when the 
egress router is the router issuing the LSA). Routers imple 
menting the present invention can shortcut to the egreSS 
router provided there is NBMA connectivity and provided 
the egreSS router belongs to the autonomous System, by 
using the mechanisms described above. The present inven 
tion does not handle the case where the egreSS routers lie 
outside the autonomous System (for example, where the 
egreSS router is actually an entry router of a downstream 
autonomous System). The router can, however, be made to 
appear to be in the autonomous System for the purpose of 
NBMA connectivity calculations by, for example, manual 
configuration or bilateral eXchange of connectivity informa 
tion between egress routers and OSPF boundary routers. 

The foregoing Detailed Description is to be understood as 
being in every respect illustrative and exemplary, but not 
restrictive, and the Scope of the invention disclosed herein is 
not to be determined from the Detailed Description, but 
rather from the claims as interpreted according to the full 
breadth permitted by the patent laws. It is to be understood 
that the embodiments shown and described herein are only 
illustrative of the principles of the present invention and that 
various modifications may be implemented by those skilled 
in the art without departing from the Scope and Spirit of the 
invention. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A communications network comprising: 
a connection-oriented non-broadcast multiple acceSS net 

work; 
a permanent topology of routers coupled to the non 

broadcast multiple acceSS network and interconnected 
by virtual circuits, the routers further comprising: 
means for precomputing a shortcut path through the 

non-broadcast multiple acceSS network; 
a forwarding table comprising a first entry along a path 

through the permanent topology and a Second entry 
along the precomputed Shortcut path; and 

means for establishing a virtual circuit to another router 
along the precomputed Shortcut path. 

2. The communication network of claim 1 wherein the 
Virtual circuits interconnecting the permanent topology of 
routers are permanent virtual circuits. 

3. The communication network of claim 1 wherein the 
Shortcut is an intra-area shortcut. 

4. The communication network of claim 1 wherein the 
Shortcut is an inter-area Shortcut. 

5. The communication network of claim 1 wherein the 
routers further comprise means for receiving and processing 
link State packets containing connectivity information 
broadcast by another router. 

6. The communication network of claim 1 wherein the 
routers further comprise means for receiving and processing 
link State packets containing shortcut information broadcast 
by another router. 

7. The communication network of claim 1 wherein the 
non-broadcast multiple access network is an ATM network. 

8. A method of operating a router in a communication 
network coupled to a connection-oriented non-broadcast 
multiple access network comprising the Steps of: 

receiving a link State packet; 
using information in the link State packet to compute a 

permanent path to a destination address, 
using information in the link State packet to precompute 

a shortcut path through the connection-oriented non 
broadcast multiple access network to the destination 
address, and 

Storing in a forwarding table 
a first entry to a router along the permanent path and 
a Second entry to a router along the shortcut path through 

the connection-oriented non-broadcast multiple access 
network. 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the shortcut path 
through the connection-oriented non-broadcast multiple 
acceSS network is to a router on the permanent path to the 
destination address. 

10. The method of claim 8 further comprising the step of 
Setting up a virtual circuit along the shortcut path through the 
connection-oriented non-broadcast multiple acceSS network 
to the destination address. 

11. The method of claim 8 wherein the non-broadcast 
multiple access network is an ATM network. 
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